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Personnel by Region

Personnel by Conducting Organization

Figures on personnel are as of 31 Dec. 2015.

Acronym of operation

Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR), Human Rights, Gender Equality, Participation, Rule of Law, Civilian police, and Community policing.

Key


For further information, see www.sipri.org/databases/pko

The SIPRI Multilateral Peace Operations Database is a comprehensive and updated database of all multilateral peace operations conducted by national and international organizations. It includes information on all United Nations and non-United Nations peace operations, including their mandates, participating countries, authorized and actual forces, locations of deployment, budgets and revenues, and figures on personnel. The database is regularly updated.

The SIPRI Data on Peace Operations website provides access to the data and analysis of the SIPRI Multilateral Peace Operations Database and supports research on peace operations and related issues. The website offers a variety of tools and resources for researchers, policymakers, and the general public.